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Abstract
Recently the interest in photonic crystal (PC) based micro-sensors has dramatically
increased due to its potential for miniaturization and high sensitivity operation. A
two-dimensional PC slab based microcavity coupled with single line defect waveguide
has been designed for micro-pressure sensor applications. The sensor was realized on a
silicon-on-insulator platform with an air bridge architecture. The optical modeling of the
device was performed using three-dimensional finite difference time domain (FDTD)
techniques. The optical resolution reaches 0.64% of normalized transmission through the
waveguide for lnm vertical displacement. A fabrication process was developed
specifically for the shallow etched air bridge sensor. Atomic force microscopy was used
to understand the mechanical response of the PC pressure sensor. Mechanical modeling
using finite element method (FEM) was used to correlate the pressure to the displacement
of the sensor. The design of the PC based pressure sensor was further improved to
increase the mechanical sensitivity by approximately 10 time over the original design.
Finally by correlating the mechanical measurements with the optical modeling, an overall
sensitivity of the micro pressure sensor is found to be 0.46% transmittance for IMpa
pressure on the waveguide.
Keywords: Photonic crystal waveguide, microcavity, pressure sensor, fabrication,
cryogenic process, Bosch process, Atomic force microscope.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Within the past decade, Photonic Crystals (PC), also referred to as Photonic Band
Gap (PBG) materials [1] have emerged as a new class of materials and devices providing
remarkable capabilities of light control and manipulation. In the last decade considerable
efforts have been made for the theoretical understanding, technical fabrication and
experimental characterization of PCs. The investigation of PC structures has led to several
new ideas for optical devices and systems. They have provided the means to manipulate
photons at the micro and nano scales in optical devices [1,2, 3].The possibility to modify
dynamically the geometrical parameters of the PC structure makes possible the realization
of very sensitive optical devices and thus the 2D PC technology extremely attractive for
the fabrication of physical sensors. [4]
In this thesis, two dimensional planar PC waveguides and microcavities are
investigated. The design of a novel pressure sensor based on a PC waveguide combined
with microcavity was presented. Optical modeling was used to demonstrate the feasibility
of the sensor. In order to realize the structure, fabrication methods were improved and
new processes was developed. Mechanical properties of the device were also tested using
an Atomic Force Microscope (AFM).
1

1.1 O verview o f P hotonic crystals
Photonic crystals (PCs) are defined as structures with periodically varying
dielectric constant in specific symmetric directions with periodicity of the order of the
wavelength of the light in the material that the PCs are made of. According to the
dimensions of the periodicity, PCs are classified into one-dimensional (ID), i.e. where the
dielectric variation is along one direction. Similarly two-dimensional (2D) and
three-dimensional (3D) PC are defined when the dielectric constant varies along two and
three directions respectively. Figure 1.1 shows examples of ID, 2D and 3D PCs.
Theoretically a PC can be considered as an optical analogue to the semiconductor crystal
lattice, which provides a periodic potential to an electron propagating through it. Hence
Bragg like diffraction energy band gaps are introduced to explain the electrons forbidden
phenomenon. The electron band gap (E in Figure 1-2 (a)) is an energy range where no
electrons can occupy. The electron band gap is due to the periodic lattice of the atoms in
semiconductor. Similarly in a PC, if the dielectric constant of the materials forming the
crystal is varied periodically, the scattering at the interface can produce photonic band
gaps, thus preventing light from propagating in certain directions with specific energies.
(Figure 1.2 (b))[5]. The photonic band gap is a frequency gap where there is no photons
existing in this range in the PC structures. This is due to the destructive interference of the
light in the periodic structure.

r

-

(a)

(b)

(c) [5]

Figure 1.1 (a) ID; (b) 2D; (c) 3D PC.

(a)

(b)
Figure 0-1 (a) Electronic Band gap; (b) Photonic Band gap.

3D PCs provide the chance to manipulate light in all the directions. However,
3

limited by fabrication techniques, it is more difficult to realize compared to ID and 2D
PCs. Meanwhile, 2D planar PCs are much easier to fabricate and integrate with planar
chips. They offer most of the desirable qualities of 3D PCs though they exhibit quasi 3D
confinement, resulting from in-plane periodicity in the horizontal direction and total
internal reflection in the perpendicular plane.

1.2 O verview o f m icro sensor
Sensors are devices that produce a measureable change in output to a known input
stimulus, which can be a physical stimulus such as temperature and pressure or a
concentration of a specific chemical or biological material. The output signal is typically
proportional to the input variable. For example, temperature sensors respond with a
voltage, resistance or colour change when the temperature is changed [6]. Researchers at
the Georgia Institute of Technology have developed a miniature sensor that uses polymer
membranes deposited on a tiny silicon disk to measure pollutants present in aqueous or
gaseous environments. An array of these sensors with different surface coatings could be
used during field-testing to rapidly detect many different chemicals. When pollutant
chemicals are adsorbed on to the surface of the sensor, a frequency change of the
vibrating microbalance provides a measure of the associated mass change [7]. Another
example of a micro sensor is for measuring blood pressure, which is developed by the
company called Scisense, London, Ontario. The micro-sensor is mounted at the tip of the
catheter and introduced into a heart to measure pressure precisely and rely on a membrane
to transmit pressure from the region of interest back to an external pressure sensor. The
diameter of the device can be as small as two hundreds micro meters [8]. In all these
4

fields, minute change in an environmental parameter and miniature size of the sensor are
the basic requirements.
/

(b)

Figure 1.3 (a) Micro-sensor for pollutant detection [7|; (b) Micro sensor for pressure blood test (8|.

There is a need for other properties in sensors which are not yet possible in
MEMS devices such as fast responsivity, high sensitivity and without electrical wires.
Sensors based on optics and integrated optics potentially features configurations without
electric wires. The clear advantage of fully optical micro-sensor is its capability to resist
harsh environments, immunity to electromagnetic interference, safety in explosive media,
and good sensitivity with high dynamic range [4], The active structural element converts
a mechanical external input (force, pressure, acceleration, etc.) into an electrical signal
output via an optical waveguide readout of the micromechanical sensing element. This is
a particular interest in explosive atmospheres, or in an electromagnetically sensitive
environment. An optical MEMS pressure sensor based on the principle of Fabry-Perot
interferometry has been demonstrated in [9] in Figure 1.4. When pressure is applied on
the silicon diaphragm, the Fabry-Perot cavity length changes because of the deflection of
5

silicon diaphragm. The transmission of the sensor changes accordingly to the silicon
diaphragm deflection. The sensor can be easily incorporated into sensor array for liquid
and gas pressure measurement in harsh environments. [9]

Figure 1.4 Fabry-Perot interferometry based optical pressure micro sensor [9].

Applying photonic crystals, as mentioned in the previous section, which possess
unique dispersion characteristics and photonic bandgap, the sizes of the sensor can be
dramatically reduced, approximately over three orders of magnitude relative to the
commercial integrated optics. The nano-scale dimensions of the device allow the
fabrication of low-weight, compact, dense, and parallel array of sensors [10],

1.3 M otivation
After introducing the advantages of employing PC into sensor applications, PC in
the field of pressure sensor was investigated. The motivation of the thesis is to design and
fabricate 2-D planar PC based pressure sensor. One of the critical properties of PCs which
can be taken advantage of is their ability to localize light, which is achieved by
introducing defects in PCs. The analogy between electrons and electromagnetic waves is
not limited to the concept of the energy gap, but also to the effects of defect introduction.
If a defect is introduced to break the periodicity in dielectric material, defect modes are
6

created. Meanwhile, the amazing property of PCs is its ability of complete tunability. A
defect in a PC can be designed to be any shape or form to have wide variety of dielectric
constants. Consequently, defect states in the gap can be tuned to a wide frequency and
wavelength range [10]. Another interesting feature of PCs is scaling, i.e. if the PC is
expanded or scaled by some parameter, then the electromagnetic solutions or frequencies
of the new PC can be obtained by scaling the old solutions by the same factor. Hence the
solution or electromagnetic mode profile of PC structure at one length scale can be used
to determine the solutions at all other length scales [4].
One of the most common devices based on PCs is the waveguide, which offer
sharp bends, small branches and short directional couplers for dense circuits. The PCs
microcavities also attract a lot of attention with its compact size.
The important application area of PCs structures is in sensors which is the focus in
this thesis. In the field of sensing where small areas of sensing are becoming necessary,
for example in biosensor or chemical sensors, PCs based sensors provide ideal propertiesminiature size and sensitivity of the optical properties to any variation in their
surrounding. Various types of sensors, such as displacement, fluid, pressure, bio-chemical
sensor have been reported by researchers [7, 8]. Small size of the device and minute
change of the parameter under test is the development trend of the sensor in nowadays.
Our motivation of developing a PC based pressure sensor is to apply in the atmosphere
where no electrical wires is not available and miniature size is the critical requirements,
such as the blood pressure sensor we mentioned at early sections which can be introduced
directly into heart.
7

1.4 C hallenges
PC waveguides and microcavities have attracted for last two decades for their
stimulating possibilities for novel devices. PC and its devices have been theoretically
investigated and experimentally realized. However, many challenges lie in practical
implementation.
Once of the main issues facing PCs is fabrication of PCs. Patterning such small
features in high-volume production lines is a challenge for commercial lithography
systems [11]. Fabrication of ID and 2D PCs has been efficiently improved. However, 3D
PC manufacturing is still a challenge. Small imperfections in feature sizes, configurations,
defect placements and surface conditions severely affect the dispersion and scattering in
PCs. In the laboratory the electron beam writing can provide as good as 10-20nm
accuracy in the feature size [12, 13].
Another issue remaining is to develop suitable structures for novel device
applications and systems that are economically feasible. This difficulty arises from the
challenging aspects of PCs fabrication for the shallow etch height on Silicon-on-insulator
platform, which requires high-resolution lithography and high aspect ratio etching [11].
Moreover, due to extremely miniature size of PCs structure, the standard test
methods have to be modified as well. New methods of measurements of PC devices need
to be developed to meet the specific sensitivity and size requirements.

1.5 O rganization o f the thesis
In the thesis a novel design of a 2D PC slab based pressure sensor has been
investigated. A planar PC waveguide combined with a PC microcavity structure have
8

been designed and the fabrication processes for the device have been developed.
In chapter 2 of this thesis, an overview of 2D PC slab will be introduced and
several application examples using PCs will be presented to show the potential of PCs as
a sensor.
In chapter 3, a planar 2D PC based pressure sensor is designed and simulated.
Various configurations of waveguide and microcavities were simulated and analyzed. The
final design will be applied as a displacement sensor and the optical properties will be
analyzed to show the advantages and application potential.
Chapter 4 provides a comprehensive review of the fabrication method for PCs.
Process flow of fabrication of the PC pressure sensor with an air bridge is explained.
Cryogenic dry etching recipe is developed for Silicon-on-insulator to resolve the
problems of the Bosch etch process.
Chapter 5 the mechanical modeling and measurements of pressure sensor will be
discussed. Atomic force microscope (AFM) as an experiment tool is introduced. The
mechanical test results is shown and analyzed and compared with that from mechanical
model using FEM. A novel structure was designed, fabricated and tested to improve the
sensitivity of pressure sensor.
Chapter 6 includes the summary of the work and suggestion for the future work.

9

Chapter 2
2D PC slab based pressure sensor
In the previous chapter, an overview of photonic crystals and micro-sensors was
given to show the motivation of exploring PCs in sensing applications. The most
successful application of micro machined integrated optical sensors is in the field of
pressure transducers. Pressure sensors represent the largest market for silicon sensors and
can be found in a wide range of applications. Before the development of micromechanical
devices, macroscopic-force sensors were used in many instruments. MEMS devices
enabled a completely new approach to many common instruments and the opportunity of
miniaturization enables force sensing to become important in many new applications. In
general, miniaturization of the dimensions of a force sensor imposes a reduction in the
force to be detected [4].
The design of a PC pressure sensor is presented in this chapter. The typical
structure of a 2D slab PC pressure sensor is shown in Figure 2.1. The 2D slab with
triangular lattice of holes was realized on the silicon layer, which is called the air-bridge
suspended upon the silicon substrate. The PC membrane consists of a W1 waveguide and
a tunable PC microcavity adjacent to the waveguide, highlighted as R2 in Figure 2.1 (b).
To better understand the structure, Figure 2.1 (c) shows a SEM micrograph of completed
2D PC slab based pressure sensor. The detailed of the 2D PC slab will be introduced in
10

the following sections, as well as the PC waveguide and PC microcavities which acted as
the sensing components. Several reported examples of PC sensors by other research
groups are presented.

Figure 2.1 Model of the 2D slab PC pressure sensor: (a) cross section of the bridge; (b)
three-dimension view; (c) SEM view of the completed PC bridge.

11

2.1 PC slab
Two-dimensional PC implemented in an index guiding slab that confines light
within the slab through total internal reflection (TIR) have received particular attention.
One of the reason is that compared to 3-D PC it is relatively easy to fabricate and
integrated on planar SOI platform [14], PC slabs consist of a thin 2D PC i.e. the slab
consists of two dimensional periodic dielectric material as core, surrounded by lower
refractive index cladding which can be either air or a low index material, providing light
confinement in z-direction by index guiding as shown in Figure 2.2. PC slabs have many
of the desirable properties of true 2D PCs (infinite height ideally), and at the same time
are easy to be realized at sub micron scales and hence have become quite popular for PC
applications.

Figure 2.2 2D PC slab with finite-height high-index slab surrounded by low index dielectric region.

Because of the finite-height property of the 2D PC slab, polarization mixing
occurs and the modes are not purely TE or TM polarized any more as they are in the true
2D PC’s. However, the modes can be separated into vertically even (with
the

H,

component having a symmetrical field distribution) and odd modes
12

(antisymmetrical field distribution) when the (x, y) plane in the middle is a mirror plane
of the structure. For the first order modes, polarization mixing is very small and can be
assumed as even TE-like polarized and odd TM-like polarized.
Besides the polarization mixing effect, another important difference between
infinite height 2D PC and PC slabs is the role of the light line, which consists of states or
radiation modes extending infinitely in the region outside the slab. Guided modes that are
localized to the slab can only exist in the regions of the band diagram that are within the
light cone. Above the light line of the cladding material the modes lie within the
continuum of leaky modes of the planar waveguide. These modes are quasi-guided,
because they have intrinsic radiation losses related to out-of-plane diffraction. The
discrete bands below the light cone are therefore guided modes. These states are infinitely
extended within the plane of the slab, but decay exponentially in the background region,
in Figure 2.3. This frequency range is a photonic bandgap, literally a gap for photons. The
origin of this band gap in PCs is due to the destructive interference of Bragg reflected
waves [15].

13

TE Band Structure

(a)
(b)
Figure 2.3 Simulated photonic band structures for bulk PC: (a) Schematic of 2-D triangular lattice
PC structure; (b) Simulated photonic band structure of 2-D triangular lattice PC, the shadow region
marked the bandgap.

2.2 D efects in PC
The PC waveguide and PC microcavity are now introduced into the 2D PC slab
which will act as the sensing components of the device. As mentioned previously, one of
the most important properties of photonic crystals is their ability to localize light. This is
achieved by introducing defects which breaks the periodic structures locally. The proper
introduction of single or line defect into perfect PCs can create resonant states within the
bandgap.

2.2.1 PC waveguide
To couple the light from outside source into the PC material, the first step is to
make a PC waveguide. By making a line defect, an extended mode that we can use to
guide light is permitted. Traditionally, when a waveguide is achieved in dielectric
materials like optical fibers, the theory of total internal reflection is the major mechanism
of guiding light. However, when the fibers are strongly bent and the angle of incidence
14

becomes larger than the one for the total internal reflection to occur, there is a loss of light.
Photonic crystal can be designed to confine light even across sharp bending angles
because the guiding mechanism is due to the photonic bandgap.
The photonic crystal waveguide is created by removing a row of holes from the
bulk photonic crystal which is called a W1 waveguide in Figure 2.4 (a). The line defect
traps light of specific range of wavelength within the waveguide with minimal losses
even at large angles. High transmittance for the guided modes through sharp bends has
been theoretically and experimentally reported [17] in Figure 2.5 (a). The wave
confinement in the waveguide is achieved by Bragg reflection in the transverse directions.
The field associated with the mode is strongly confined in the vicinity of the defect and
decays exponentially in the bulk crystal regions.

2.2.2 PC microcavity
In addition to making a line defect, local imperfections that trap light at a point
within the crystal is permitted in Figure 2.4 (b). By removing a single lattice site, a single
mode or set of closely spaced modes is permitted that have frequencies in the gap. The
light field belonging to these defects is therefore confined to a very small volume of the
point defect, resulting in high energy densities inside the defect volume. The point defect
behaves as a microcavity surrounded by highly reflecting walls and has resonant peaks
with high quality factors (Q- factor) in the transmission spectra. The combination of high
quality factor and extremely low mode volume make PC microcavities especially
attractive for experiments in cavity quantum electrodynamics. PC structures seem to be
well suited for building optical microcavities because they can be made highly reflective

with relatively low-loss materials. The compact size and high spontaneous
emission-coupling factor of the defect microcavity make it interesting for low-threshold
light sources as well [18, 19]. Many results have been reported both theoretically and
experimentally since then. Most works require specific working wavelength, therefore
effort has been put into finding easy and practical methods of tuning the resonant
wavelength. It was found that the resonant wavelengths of PC microcavities are
extremely sensitive to fill factor, dielectric constant, cavity size, properties of objects in
the cavity, and slab thickness in the case of planar structure. The mode volume V and the
quality factor Q are two critical properties of microcavities. These properties of PC
microcavities have been extensively studied [20].
Figure 2.5 (b) shows a point defect in a triangular PC lattice of air columns in
dielectric host. By increasing the radius of the air hole, a cavity known as acceptor type is
created. It can be seen clearly that the energy is confined around the cavity [21].
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Figure 2.4 (a) W1 PC waveguide; (b) PC microcavity.
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(b)
Figure 2.5 (a) Light transmission in 90-degree waveguide [17]; (b) Structure and the TM field profile
of an acceptor type point defect made by increasing the radius of the central hole [21].

2.3 2D PC in sensor applications
After the photonic crystals are introduced, their applications as sensors are
described in this section. Among the diverse PC applications, PC based sensors have
drawn much attention because of their high sensitivity and compact structure[21]. The
optical properties are very sensitive to the material parameters such as the refractive index
and lattice spacing. Several PC waveguide based sensors that have been demonstrated by
other researchers are described below.
Biosensor based on photonic crystal microcavitv: An example of a photonic crystal
microcavity based ultra-compact biomedical sensor is shown in Figure 2.5 (a), (b). [20]
The sample is fabricated on a silicon-on-insulator substrate with a Si slab of thickness
t=260nm separated from the Si substrate by 1pm SiCh. Those parameters are chosen to
have a resonant wavelength
(A

X

that falls within the tuning range of the diode laser

= 1370-1580«/«) with different ambient refractive indices ranging from « = 1.0 to

« = 1.5. The resonance wavelength shifts up by 0.4nm for An = 0.002, providing a
resolution of

An

= 0.002.
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Figure 2.6 (a) The regular hole diameter is d = 0.58 x a , the defect hole diameter is d ' = 0.4 x a ,
and a = 44 0 nm is the lattice constant of the photonic crystal; (b) Normalized transmission spectra
of the photonic crystal microcavity with five different ambient refractive indices ranging from
n = 1.446 to n = 1.454 in 0.002 increments [20].

Index change sensor based on the superprism effect of photonic crystal: The
development of three-dimensional photonic crystals with stop bands in the visible and
near IR has attracted much attention recently. The optical properties of periodic structure
of photonic crystal are determined by the interference of multiple diffracted waves, and
very sensitive to the material parameters. The optical sensor based on the superprism
effect of the photonic crystal is based on the angular deviation of light [22]. The
schematic of the design is shown in Figure 2.7. When the two sample surfaces are parallel,
the transmitted ray propagates parallel to the incident ray but is slightly shifted. A slight
change in the refractive index contrast leads to a large change in the internal propagation
angle. When the shift is larger than lOnm, it is detected by a position sensitive detector.
The results demonstrate that substantial shifts can be expected for refractive index
18

changes smaller than 1%, which might arise from the presence of some chemical
adsorbed into the pores of the photonic lattice. The effect is sensitive to the wavelength of
the incident light.

Figure 2.7 The scheme of the superprism effect photonic crystal sensor [22].

Displacement sensor based on 2-D photonic crystal slab: Wonjoo Suh, et al have
demonstrated a MEMS tunable photonic crystal structure that is extremely compact and
yet can achieve high contrast with nanoscale variation in displacement Figure 2.8 [23].
The structure consists of two photonic crystal slabs. A strong variation of transmission
and reflection coefficients of light through such structures can be accomplished with only
a nano-scale variation of the spacing between the slabs. When the reflectivity of each slab
is high, the transmission becomes highly sensitive to the longitudinal displacements.
Having two slabs creates a wider frequency range of near complete reflection. Reducing
the displacement from 1.35a to 0.55a (a is the lattice constant of PC) the peak moves to
high frequencies.
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Figure 2.8 (a) Schematic of a displacement-sensitive photonic crystal structure; (b) The theoretical
transmission calculated by FDTD simulations [23].

To summarize this chapter, the principle of the PC pressure sensor is introduced
with the explanation of the 2D PC slab and the sensing components-PC waveguide and
PC microcavity. Several examples were offered to give a quick review on how PCs are
applied in the sensing applications. Those sensors presented above have something in
common, small size of the structure and minute change of the parameter under test. The
displacement sensitive PC based sensor shown in Figure 2.8 provides a method to detect
the applied pressure. However, there are some problems that need to be resolved before it
is used in practical situation, such as the alignment between the two slabs which affects
the reflection transmission greatly, and the sensitivity is limited by the optical loss. We
will explore a different way for pressure measurement. Chapter 3 focuses on the optical
performance of the PC pressure sensor.
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Chapter 3
Optical design of PC pressure sensor
In Chapter 2, the potential of using the PC slab in sensor application was
described. The principles of the PC waveguide and PC microcavity as sensing
components were given. As mentioned, these imperfections in the periodic structures can
be adjusted to tune the resonance wavelength. Simulation model is necessary to analyze
the performance of different configurations of PC waveguide and PC microcavity. The
goal of playing with the imperfections in PC slab is not only to obtain a broad bandgap
and high transmission, but also to meet the requirements of a sensor application, such as
sensing region and sensitivity.
The propagation of electromagnetic waves through a structure having a periodic
modulation of material properties on the scale of the wavelength is profoundly different
from that of homogeneous case. Fast and accurate simulations capable of analyzing
various globally and locally periodic structures with complex material properties are
required. The optical modeling details are given in the following section.
With the help of finite difference time domain methods (FDTD), the pressure
sensor is designed on a 2D PC slab with waveguide and microcavities. Previous work in
our group provided the structure of 2D PC slab with W1 waveguide for pressure sensor
applications [16]. A new design with microcavity is designed to investigate the effect of
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increased Q-factor of the microcavity in improving the sensitivity of the pressure sensor.
The sensitivities of the new structures will be tested theoretically to demonstrate its
capabilities in pressure sensing application.

3.1 M echanism o f the PC pressure sensor
Before the simulations, the working mechanism of the pressure sensor is defined.
The basic idea of the pressure sensor is based on measuring transmission modulations
through the waveguide, when an optically lossy material such as Silicon in our case is
moved in and out of the evanescent field of the PC waveguide, or in other words when the
refractive index of the region surrounding PC waveguide slab is changed. The sensor
consists of an air bridge PC waveguide created by removing the silicon oxide beneath the
top layer silicon where PC was realized, as shown in Figure 3.1 (a), (b). The thickness of
the buried oxide or the space between PC waveguide and the substrate was 1pm
determined by the parameters of the silicon-on-insulator substrates used in this
experiment.
Applied Pressure

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.1 (a) The cross view of the PC structure with air bridge; (b) The cross view of the structure
when the pressure caused bending at the top layer.

The refractive index of the cladding below the PC waveguide can be altered by
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applying pressure on the PC waveguide and mechanically deforming it such that the
substrate moves in and out of the evanescent field of the PC waveguide. This alters the
symmetry of the PC waveguide and consequently the transmission characteristics of the
waveguide. The sensing is achieved by measuring the changes in the light intensity as
well as the spectral characteristics resulting from the relative displacement of the PC
waveguide with respect to the substrate and correlating it to the applied pressure. Optical
modeling is needed to theoretically validate the pressure sensor. Finite difference time
domain (FDTD) simulation technique was chosen and is introduced in the following
section.

3.2 F inite D ifference T im e D om an (FD T D )
Sim ulation m odel
As is known, in solid state physics, the periodicity of the atomic lattice is
responsible for the formation of energy bands and corresponding energy gaps of
electronic states. The electromagnetic wave propagating through a period medium, for
example a photonic crystal, also exhibit the formation of allowable modes and their
corresponding gaps. As propagation of the electromagnetic wave through a periodic
structure like a photonic crystal is different from that of homogeneous material, the
simulations technique used should be accurate and fast enough to analyze structures from
bulk to nanometer-scaled periodic structures.
FDTD is a time domain simulation method for solving Maxwell’s equations in
arbitrary materials and geometries. The basic principle is to substitute the curl equations
and partial time differential with finite central differences in the spatial domain and time
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domain respectively [24], FDTD is widely used to calculate transmission and reflection
spectra for general computational electromagnetic problems, and is considered to be one
of the most applicable methods for photonic crystals. The electromagnetic wave
transmitting in the photonic crystal material is analyzed by a direct discretization of
Maxwell’s equations in point form, and the partial difference equations are discretized in
both time and space on a staggered grid.
The FDTD simulation tool offers appropriate boundary conditions and source.
When the input signal can be set to be continuous wave (CW) or pulsed, the source is
excited and propagated through the structure by time stepping through the entire grid
repeatedly. Boundary conditions are critical to analyze PC structure since any
computational resource can only deal with finite size of matrix and the simulation region
has to be terminated by boundaries. Perfectly matched layer (PML) was chosen to
determine the leaky modes above the light cone. The PML boundary condition in
z-direction normal to the slab was applied to absorb the radiation from the slab. The
periodicity in z-direction can be used without affecting the accuracy and any wave
reaching out of the supercell will be absorbed and not give rise to an artificial resonance
within it [14].

3.3 D esign o f optical m odel
The structure presented in the thesis is a W1 waveguide on 2D PC combined with
a microcavity beside it, which is realized on a SOI substrate. Figure 3.2 (a), (b) shows the
structure designed for the thesis and Figure 3.2 (c) shows the structure built in the FDTD
simulations. The centre part is the PC slab which is connected with conventional
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waveguide. The substrate moves out and in to the evanescent field of the waveguide with
different distance which represents the varied pressure. The simulation region is defined
by the boundary condition Perfect Matched Layer (PML) which offers minimal reflection
into the simulation region. Other two types of boundaries are also frequently used in 3-D
FDTD, symmetric/anti-symmetric boundaries and Bloch boundaries. If the dielectric
structure in the simulation region is symmetric with respect to a plane in the region, the
modes can be classified as symmetric modes and anti-symmetric modes. In this situation,
the corresponding boundaries have been applied on symmetric mode or anti-symmetric
mode by simulating only half of the simulation region without any loss of accuracy.
Another type of boundary, the Bloch boundary, can simulate periodic structures by
simulating only a single unit cell.
In order to obtain convergent simulation results and to reduce the numerical
dispersion, a fine mesh is critical. In our study, the grid size d is chosen such that

A
d< -----,
20n

where A is the minimum wavelength of the source spectrum and n is the refractive index
of the slab. This mesh configuration ensures the convergence and high accuracy of the
simulations. The stability factor S is defined as

cAt where c is the speed of light in

S= ---- ,
d

vacuum and At is the time step. In this thesis, S is set to be equal to 0.5, satisfying the
stability condition of the 3-D FDTD simulations.
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(C)
Figure 3.2 (a) Overview of the PC pressure sensor structure; (b) Cross section of the PC pressure
sensor structure [16]; (c) The designed figure in FDTD simulations.

3.3.1 Design of W1 waveguide on 2D PC slab
In order to obtain a photonic band structure with a wide spectrum and high
transmission, the lattice constant, hole size and the height of the slab were adjusted
through a series of simulations. The parameters of the 2D planar PC are tuned to lattice
constant

a = 400nm

, radius of the air holes

r = 0.35xa ,

height of the core

part/i = 300wn in Figure 3.3 (a). To obtain good coupling efficiency, the conventional
waveguide which will be connected with outside source was fixed to w = 4 3 a . A PC
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waveguide is simply made by removing a line of holes in the middle of the regular PC
structure. Single mode source is launched from the conventional waveguide connected to
the PC waveguide at Figure 3.3 (c). By monitoring the signal at the output of the
waveguide, as shown in Figure 3.3 (b), it was found that the PC bandgap is formed in the
spectrum from 1.23pm to 1.53pm in Figure 3.3 (d). The mode that exists in the PC
waveguide is a TE like mode (symmetric mode). As expected, the power transmitted in
the range of the bandgap is high, exceeding 80% after normalization.
Previous work in our research group [14] showed the feasibility of the pressure
sensor, where W1 PC waveguide was created as the sensing component. The pressure is
related to the distance between the bridge and the substrate. The optical performance of
the pressure sensor is 0.3% of transmission changed when there is lnm displacement. To
improve the sensitivity further, a microcavity was introduced adjacent to the W1
waveguide.
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launched source

frequency detector

Figure 3.3 (a) The in plane view of PC waveguide on 2D PC slab; (b) Cross view of PC waveguide; (c)
launched single mode source at the input conventional waveguide; (d) PC bandgap shown after
normalization.

3.3.2 Design of the waveguide combined with microcavity on
2D PC slab
By placing a PC microcavity adjacent to PC waveguide, it can be coupled to the
waveguide at its resonance frequency to trap some of the propagating energy at selected
frequency range. The cavity can not be further than 3 periods above the waveguide since
the energy escaped from the waveguide to the cavity is confined to a short distance. In
this case, a cavity placed one period above the waveguide was chosen Figure 3.4 (a). The
PC slab with both waveguide and cavity can modify the transmission and dispersion of
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the propagating modes, so that by proper coupling, the trapped energy with specific
frequency is possible. The structure with a half-radius hole in the centre of the row one
line above the waveguide is used as an example to compare with the structure with just
waveguide. The resonance wavelength represented by a dip in the spectra is around
1.25pm Figure 3.4(b). Compared to the high transmission of the waveguide, over 80%, it
can be seen that the transmission at the resonance wavelength went down to around 65%
Figure 3.4 (c).

Figure 3.4 (a) PC structure with waveguide combined with PC microcavity (at the cross mark
position); (b) Output spectra with a dip in the resonance wavelength; (c) Comparison of the output
spectra between the structure with cavity and the one without cavity; (d) Cavity mode.
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Various configurations of the microcavity, as well as the manner in which the
microcavity was coupled to waveguide were investigated to achieve better performance.
The goal is not only to increase Q- value of the cavity but to increase the energy coupled
to the cavity. Those two factors are significant to determine the sensitivity of the sensor
application. However, restriction imposed by the fabrication limit the complexity of the
structure. The structures with simple defects therefore are chosen to start with.
The performance of the resonance wavelength can be efficiently influenced by the
configuration of the cavity. First the size of the cavity is reviewed. The radius of the
1 r , 1 - r 1, —r and —
3 r were simulated. With different size of
cavity is changed and —
J
4 3 2
4
the cavity, the energy as well as the position of the dip is tuned. The depth of the dip
increases from 3% to 6 %, and then to 20% respectively when the size of the cavity was
changed from ^-r,

~r

to -^r, which means the energy escaped from the waveguide

and then confined in the cavity is increasing with the increasing cavity size. However,
when the radius of the cavity is enlarged to

3

—r ,

the dip disappeared from the spectrum

which can be explained by the moving trend of the resonance wavelength. It can be seen
that the resonance frequency goes up accordingly with the increasing size of the cavity.
3 r cavity is that the
The possible explanation of the disappearing of the dip for —
resonance frequency goes beyond the PC bandgap of the structure. The dip for the
cavity is located at f= 226THz, A=1320nm. The dip for the
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—r

is located at f= 228THz,

À= 1315nm. The dip for

is located at f= 239THz, À=1250nm Figure 3.5 (a)-(c).
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Figure 3.5 (a) The spectrum with the size of the microcavity 0.25r, The dip for the l/4a microcavity is
located at f= 226THz, A=1.32um; (b) The spectrum with the size of the microcavity 0.33r, The dip for
the l/3r one is located at f= 228THz, A= 1.315um;(c) The spectrum with the size of the microcavity
0.5r, the dip for 0.5r one is located at f= 239THz, A=1.25um.

Resonance wavelength

Cavity size

Transmission of the dip

0.25r (r is the radius of the
general hole)
0.33r
0.5r
0.75r

3% of normalized transmission F=226THz. A= 1.32pm
6%
F=228Thz, A= 1.315pm
20%
F=239Thz, A= 1.25pm
Out of the band gap
-

Table 3-1 Transmission characteristic for varied cavity size.

For the purpose of future measurements, the resonance wavelength has to be
shifted from 1.25pm tol.55pm. 1.55pm is one of the communication wavelengths.
Simply scaling the constant does not work because the height of the slab can not be
changed (limited by the substrate wafer available). The parameter is finally fixed
to a = 4 7 3 /7 7 7 7 ,r = \42nm ,

r\ = 0.5r = l\.5nm , h = 320nm , Figure
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3.6.

Figure 3.6 The resonance wavelength was shifted to around 1.55nm.

Other cavity configurations were investigated for the sensor application, such as
double side cavity and cavity array Figure 3.7. Double side cavity showed the result not
far from that of one side cavity. The cavity array provided deeper dip but with two dips at
the same time. Considering the limitation of the fabrication techniques, the device should
be simple and robust for the pressure sensor application. Therefore the half-size cavity at
one side of the PC waveguide is used.
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Figure 3.7 (a) Double side cavity; (b) Transmission of double side cavities; (c) Cavity array (d)
Transmission of cavity array.

3.3.3 Sensitivities of the PC based pressure sensors
3D FDTD simulations were performed to determine the intensity and wavelength
variations when the space between PC waveguide and the substrate “D” is continuously
decreased.
As the pressure on the device increases, its distance, ‘d’ between the top layer PC
to the substrate decreases, resulting in higher coupling of light from the waveguide to the
substrate and hence a decrease in the intensity of the light detected at the output of the
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waveguide Figure 3.8[16].
Computed Mode Profile
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(b)
Figure 3.8 (a) Cross section view of air bridge PC waveguide; (b) Deformation of PC waveguide due
to applied pressure |16|.

It is expected that there is a sensitive region, during which small change in
distance ‘D’ may cause a large change in spectrum intensity. The penetration depth of the
light into the substrate needs to be checked first. The profile is plotted at Figure 3.9. From
the result, it can be seen that the penetration depth is around 150nm above the PC slab.

Figure 3.9 Penetration depth of the light at silicon substrate.

Taking the structure with a half radius-hole defect as an example it is compared
that it with the waveguide and look at the defect mode. For the distance between 100 and
200nm, the transmission is sensitive to the distance change. From the simulation results,
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the distance between the waveguide and the substrate not only influences the general
transmission of the light also the depth of the dip. The depth of the dip increases with the
distance ‘D’, meanwhile the highest transmission increases with the distance ‘D’ as well.
The simulations for the distance bigger than 250nm shows the difference is not that
obvious, for that the substrate moves out of the sensitive region. However, the ones for
the distance smaller than lOOnm appears that the transmission power is lower than 20%
compared to the source, because most of the energy is coupled to the substrate Figure
3.10.

Wavelength(um)

Figure 3.10 Wavelength vs transmission for various distance from 100 to 250nm.

The variation of the depth of the dip is almost linear with the distance as ploted at
Figure 3.11 (a). The change of the dip is 0.2% of the transmission power for lnm
displacement. At the sensitive region, the lowest transmission is 0.41% for lnm
displacement Figure 3.11 (b). The highest transmission sensitivity, 0.64% for lnm
displacement, appeared at the lowest point at the dip when the distance is around lOOnm
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to 180nm.

Distance between waveguide and substrate

Distance between PC waveguide and substrate

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 3.11 (a) Distance vs Depth of the dip (depth of the dip= highest transmission- lowest
transmission at the dip); (b) Distance vs Transmission for lowest transmission; (c) Distance vs Highest
transmission and the sensitive region of the pressure sensor.

To conclude this chapter, a PC slab with PC W1 waveguide coupled to PC
microcavity was designed for the pressure sensor application. Different configurations of
cavities were investigated and the half-size cavity was chosen taking into considerations
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the transmission performance and future application. This design improves the sensitivity
of the device as a pressure sensor, which increase the sensitivity from 0.3% to 0.64% for
lnm displacement. The resonance wavelength with a dip at around 1.55pm is easy to
detected and correlated to the distance because of its linear characteristics.
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Chapter 4
Fabrication of 2D PC slab pressure
sensor
In this chapter the details of the fabrication of the 2D PC sensor are described. It
starts with electron lithography where the patterns is transferred and etched onto the top
Silicon layer. The limitation and advantages of the lithography technique will be reviewed.
Deep reactive ion etching has been used to transfer the lithography pattern to the top
silicon layer. Cryo-etching versus the better known Bosch process has been developed. A
proper recipe has been developed and the results have been summarized. Finally
suspending the bridge using a critical point dryer has been explained.

4.1 L ithography
As explained in the previous chapter, PCs are periodic structures in which the
periodicity is on the order of the wavelength of the light. The periodicity is typically
around one-third of the wavelength, which means that for PC operating in near-IR
telecommunication band, around 1550nm, the periodicity will be around 400nm- 500nm
with minimum feature sizes between the holes around lOOnm. E-beam lithography and
UV lithography are introduced below.
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4.1.1 Overview of lithography techniques
Electron-Beam Lithography (EBL): For research purposes EBL is typically used
for prototyping. In the research environment, frequent changes in the design make the
commercial approach of projection photolithography less practical and more expensive.
E-beam lithography refers to the technique of using an e-beam to write dense patterns on
wafers. The primary advantage of the technique is that it reaches the diffraction limit of
light and scales features to the sub-micrometer regime. E-beam lithography has found
wide usage in mask-making (for masks used in photolithography), low-volume
production of semiconductor components, and research. E-beam lithography is not
suitable for high-volume manufacturing because of its limited throughput. The beam must
be scanned across the surface to be patterned, which makes pattern generation slow
compared to photolithography. A typical EBL system has four components:
1. An electron gun that supplies the electrons
2. Magnetic coils that shape and focus the electron beam
3. Stage that positions the wafer under beam
4. A computer system that controls the equipment.
While capable of high resolution, e-beam lithography is not without drawbacks.
Due to the serial nature of the writing process, where patterns are drawn sequentially,
EBL is relatively time consuming. This is in contrast to photolithography which is parallel
process and is therefore universally employed in semiconductor mass manufacturing. [25]
UV lithography: Optical lithography is the preferred technique for mass micro
fabrication, a parallel process that can print patterns simultaneously [25]. An alternative
for e-beam lithography is needed for mass-fabricated components based on photonic
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crystals, that is UV lithography which is an optical lithography technology for
wavelengths of 248nm and shorter and is already widely used for the fabrication of
advanced CMOS components [26], However, it is limited by optical diffraction such that
features reduced to the size of optical wavelength become fuzzy. Hence the next
generation optical lithography employs lasers with wavelength in deep UV. For periodic
structures like PCs, lithography imposes a limit on the periodicity. Typically the smallest
usable period for 248nm lithography is 400nm [27, 28]. Because of the exorbitant
acquisition and maintenance costs, deep UV lithography is unsuitable for scientific
research environment.

4.1.2 Process flow of E-beam lithography
For the advantages described with the previous section, e-beam lithography has
been used in the fabrication of the designed PC waveguide. The parameters of the
fabricated devices are fixed to a triangular lattice of air holes of radius = 141.8nm,
periodicity = 473.3nm and air cavity radius = 70.9nm. The devices were fabricated on 4”
SOI wafer, purchased from SOITEC. The wafer characteristics were as follows:
Device layer (Si) thickness: 0.3pm
Buried Oxide: 1pm
Substrate thickness: 500pm
The 1pm buried oxide was selected to prevent the substrate from affecting the
transmission characteristics of the PC waveguide (when no pressure is applied). The two
PC structures shown in Figure 4.1 were created using an SOI wafer. One is a PC
waveguide fabricated in the device layer with air above it and oxide underneath Figure
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4.1(a). The second is an air bridge structure, where the PC waveguide was fabricated in
device layer (Si) and the buried oxide was etched to create air symmetry around it Figure
4.1 (b). Standard EBL was used to write the PC pattern in a suitable resist and then
transferred onto the device layer, Silicon, by Inductively Coupled Plasma Etching (ICP).
Top silicon with
PC structure
Air bridge with
height D

Top silicon with
PC structure
Silicon
Oxide
Substrate

Substrate

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.1 (a) PC waveguide; (b) Suspended PC waveguide bridge.

PC waveguide with air above and 1 micron oxide below it was fabricated on SOI
wafer. For good coupling, the PC waveguide is connected to an 820nm dielectric
waveguide. The process flow for the same is schematically presented in Figure 4.2.

/
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I
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Figure 4.2 Schematic process steps for fabrication of PC waveguide with asymmetric background.

For uniform thickness, spin coating was used to cover the wafer with an electron
beam sensitive photoresist called Zep. The detailed process is in Appendix A. It is worth
mentioning that when an electron beam is incident on a material, the electrons are not
destroyed but are scattered both elastically (with angle changes but without energy loss)
and inelastically (with energy loss). Back-scattered electrons often cause features written
by electron beam lithography to be wider in densely patterned areas. Due to this
proximity effect, the hole size on the PC is not exactly the same as what is written on the
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sample. For good accuracy, a dose test helps to determine the proper hole diameter
written and beam current so that the developed hole radius equals the expected value.
Proximity effect has been addressed by categorizing holes and using different dosages.
The PC structure was divided into four categories: general holes, the half-diameter cavity,
the holes at the edge and waveguide. The reason for this arrangement is that the proximity
effect is influenced by density of the holes. The desired developed hole radius was
achieved by writing holes 92% of the designed value. Because the cavity is half of the
diameter of the general holes, it is more isolated than others so the dose as well as the
writing size of the cavity is different from others. Figure 4.3 was the pattern designed for
dose test with different doses at different positions. Gold was deposited (only in dose test
structure) inside the holes for size measurement Figure 4.4.
After exposure to e-beam, the photoresist layer is subjected to development which
dissolves the resist in areas, exposing the corresponding areas of the underlying layer.
After standard development in Zep developer, the pattern is ready to be etched into the
silicon.

Figure 4.3 NPGS design for dose test (different colour means different dosages)
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.4 Dose test after gold deposition (a) Area around the cavity; (b) Conventional waveguide
connected to the photonic crystal part.

4.2 E tching
The pattering of a PC is the first step in the device realization. To obtain the
functional devices, the pattern has to be transferred to a high-index material such as
silicon. After writing the features onto the Zep resist mast using e-beam lithography, dry
etching method selectively remove away the exposed parts not protected by photoresist.
There are physical or chemical methods for dry etching, where anisotropic and high
verticality is achieved. An example is Reactive Ion Etching (RIE), which utilizes reactive
ions generated by plasma discharge.
There are two leading techniques of dry etching for etching deep into silicon,
namely the “Bosch” process and a cryogenically cooled process. There techniques are
described below.

4.2.1 Bosch process
The Bosch process is the standard process in dry etching techniques. The Bosch
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process can be briefly described as two steps, sequential etching and passivation using an
appropriate gas, Sulphur hexafluoride (SFe) for etching and octofluorocyclobutane (C4F8)
for passivating. Figure 4.5 shows the etched profiles of the trenches and the mechanism of
the Bosch process [29]. The trench is expected to be perfectly vertical and smooth, and
the bottom is also smooth and flat. However for the real profile, the trench is shown in
Figure 4.5(b), where the sidewall is scalloped and the bottom of the trench is bowl-shaped
due to the cyclic nature of the Bosch process.

Figure 4.5 (a) Ideal profile of the etched trench by employing the Bosch process; (b) Real profile of
the etched trench by employing the Bosch process [29].

After the electron beam exposure, the Silicon etch process was accomplished with
an Inductively Coupled Plasma set up (Alcatel 60IE). Anisotropic etching in SF6
inductively coupled plasma, has become standard for etching Silicon. The proximity
corrected designs written using EBL were transferred to 300nm thick device layer Silicon
by ICP etch in the Alcatel operating at 2.45GHz with He gas flowing at the back of the
substrate for temperature control. The substrate was RF driven for independent ion energy
control towards the sample. Bosch process was used to achieve vertical deep plasma
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etching. Thin fluro-carbon polymer film was used for side wall protection. The recipe
developed is presented in Appendix B.
After dry etch the Zep layer was decomposed using Deep UV exposure, and the
samples were cleaned in PG remover. The cleaning process terminates by using Acetone
followed by Iso-Propyl-Alcohol (IPA) and blow drying.
However, it was found that the size of the air holes is not the same with the one
before etching when the dose test was measured. The etching process influences the
profile. One of the reasons is that the dose is high so that the profile of the undercut is a
dome bowl shape. The shape and size of the gold deposition is determined by the surface
shape of the profile. The shape of the profile after etching is influenced by the bottom of
the trench, which has bigger size than that of the surface. Another reason is that the
etching process made the trench wider Figure 4.6.
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(b)
Figure 4.6 Measurement after etching at the area around (a) The cavity; (b) Conventional waveguide
connected to the photonic crystal part.

The experiments started with 'Bosch’ process, which is a standard etching method.
However, because of the cyclic nature, the sidewall is scalloped Figure 4.7. The
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roughness of the sidewall is not a problem when the trench is deep, whereas it causes
large optical losses in the case of shallow etched structure, such as the 320nm PC slabs
used in the experiment.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.7 SEM images of Bosch process (a) At edge region; (b) In the holes.

However, the roughness problem is due to the ‘Bosch’ process itself, so in order to
solve the problem, Cryogenic etching process was developed and a proper recipe found
for a shallow etch of Silicon.

4.2.2 Cryogenic process
As in the case of the Bosch process, this technique also uses SF6 to provide
fluorine radicals for silicon etching. The silicon is removed in the form of SiF4 which is
volatile. The main difference is in the mechanism of sidewall passivation and mask
protection. Rather than using a fluorocarbon polymer, this process relies on forming a
blocking layer of oxide/fluoride ( SiOxFy) on the sidewalls (around 10-20nm thick),
together with cryogenic temperatures inhibiting attack on this layer by the fluorine
radicals. At the same time, the low temperature operation also help to reduce the etch rate
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of the mask material, which is typically either photoresist or silicon dioxide [29].
Both of these techniques offer powerful tools for the fabrication of MEMS. Both
of them rely on inductively coupled high-density plasma to generate the free radicals
needed for dry etching. The main difference between them is their method of achieving
anisotropy. The Bosch process uses fluorocarbon polymer, deposited from free radicals
created by craching c-C4Fs . The cryo process relies on particle oxidation of the structure
walls, combined with a reduced chemical reactivity due to lower temperatures. Both
techniques need some ion bombardment to remove the passivation from horizontal
surfaces. The switching between etch and deposition steps used in the Bosch process
requires fast mass flow controllers and fast response from pressure controllers and
automatch systems. The cryo process is more sensitive to uniformity of temperature on
the substrate stage and requires hardware to supply liquid nitrogen as a coolant. Both
processes are capable of patterning sub-micron features. The detailed information and
description of both of the processes will be provided at end of this chapter [29].
There are several parameters which can be adjusted during the process to result in
good profile.
Temperature: The formation of the

SiOxFv

passivation layer is very dependent

on temperature. By decreasing the wafer temperature from

T = -100°C

to

T-

-130"C ,

the sidewall verticality has increased significantly. The temperature sensitivity requires
better contact between the small SOI wafer and the carrier wafer for cryogenic
temperature. Cryogenic grease was used to bond the sample to the carrier wafer. Figure
4.8 (a) shows the etch rate versus temperatures. As the temperature increases from
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-135"Cto -115 “C the etch rate rises gradually from 88nm/min to 152nm/min. The
verticality is given in Figure 4.8 (b). The angle of the wall to the substrate is various from
82° to 87°.

T (° C )

T (° C )

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.8 (a) Temperature versus etch rate; (b) Temperature versus verticality.

DC pressure: The ion mean free path increases with decreasing chamber pressure,
resulting in a collisionless sheath and a lower ion angular distribution. Therefore, all ions
have the same direction when they reach the sample surface and the etch directionality
and verticality increase at lower pressures [30]. At lower pressures, the etching is limited
by the availability of fluorine atoms. The etch rate increases with increasing pressure and
fluorine concentration up to the maximum. However, ion flux decreases with increasing
pressure and etching eventually becomes limited by the ion flux impinging on the surface.
As the pressure rises from 0.58x10 ~2mBar to 3x10 ~2mBar, the etch rate decreases
from 142nm/min to 40nm/min with a jump around0.7xl0

1mBar

Figure 4.9 (a). The

verticality also changed according to the pressure. Best vertically happens around
\x\0~2mBar with83°

Figure 4.9 (b).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.9 (a) Pressure versus etch rate; (b) Pressure versus verticality.

Substrate power: It was expected that a high substrate power may damage
sidewalls, hence the various power values were tested with a lOsccm Oxygen flow. The
etching ions were highly energized with higher substrate power, which caused the damage
on the top of the sidewalls. The experiments proved that the etch rate increased with
increasing substrate power within a region. When the power increases from 15W to 65W,
the etch rate rises from 43nm/min to 182nm/min.

Figure 4.10 Power versus etch rate

SF^-O? ratio: The decreased O2 flow rate reduces passivation and results in a more
isotropic etch with significant lateral etching, as exhibited by the widening of the trench
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compared to the mask opening [30], During the experiments, the density of
changed from 5sccm to 20sccm when the value of

SF6

02

is

is fixed to 80sccm. It appears

that the etch rate decreased from 120 nm/min to 40nm/min Figure 4.11 (a). Figure 4.11 (b)
shows that the verticality is changed when the

SF(: -to- 0 2

ratio is changed which is

represented by the ratio of top size/ middle size of the trench. At the region around
lOsccm

02

when

SF6

is fixed, the vertically is around one which means the wall is

almost vertical to the substrate.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.11 (a) 0 2 versus etch rate; (b)

0 2versus verticality.

The profile of the etching holes are sensitive to parameters described above.
Various combinations of those parameters give different etch rate, surface conditions and
verticality. Best recipe comes with the condition of

T = -125 °C , pressure

=1x10 ~2m Bar ,

DC substrate power = 40W, SF6-O2 ratio = 80sccm:10sccm, time = 4min. For a complete
recipe please refer to appendix C.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.12 SEM image at the recipe developed (a) sidewall view; (b) corner.

4.3 A ir bridge release
After dry etching, the final step is to remove the

SiOx

box under the PC

membrane and release the air bridge, which is done by wet etching. Wet etching is a
chemical method, where the sample is immersed in a chemical etchant to selectively etch
away the unwanted material. This is an isotropic process, which causes undercutting of
the mask layer by the same distance as the etch depth and hence vertical walls are
difficult to achieve but which are not required in this step [13]. The air bridge symmetry
was created by etching underlying oxide layer in Buffered Hydrofluoric Acid (BHF).
Since the device layer is only 300nm thick, longer the free standing structure, more
fragile and prone to collapse it becomes. Etch rate of BHF at room temperature is
typically 0.1 pm/minute for the recipe and process flow given in Appendix D.
Drying the bridge in air or under vacuum after HF-release can alter the structures
or even destroy it completely. A gentler method is needed to dry the sample. Critical point
drying is a method of drying membranes without collapsing or deforming the structure of
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wet, fragile specimens, generally as part of the sample preparation process for scanning
electron microscopy (SEM). Allowing the membrane to dry in air or under vacuum
(during the metallization process, for example) causes damage to the surface as seen
under the SEM. Critical Point Drier is so named as it includes the occurrence known as
the continuity of state for which there is no apparent difference between the liquid and
gaseous state of a medium, and the surface tension between this interface reduces to zero.
This condition occurs at a specific temperature and pressure with resulting density, and is
known as the critical point. The critical point can be used to remove the surface tension of
the water, isopropanol or acetone in a micro device and avoid the damaging effects of
surface tension.
The most common and convenient transitional medium for critical point drying is
Carbon Dioxide

C 02,

which has its critical point at 31°C and 1072 p.s.i. However,

since it is not miscible with water, a third medium is involved, normally Acetone. We can
convert the transitional fluid, typically

C 02

from liquid to gas without surface tension at

the critical point.
Figure 4.13 (a) shows a SEM micrograph of a successful air bridge released.
Figure 4.13 (b) shows one without CPD. It can be seen that the photonic crystal
membrane touches the bottom in this case.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.13 (a) Properly released with CPD; (b) Collapsed air bridge without CPD.

To conclude, the process flow of the fabrication of the PC pressure sensor was
described. The standard Bosch process and Cryogenic etching were compared and the
parameters affecting the profile in cryo-etching were explained as well. At the end, the
proper recipe was developed for PC materials, which are consisted of small size holes and
shallow trench.
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Chapter 5
Mechanical response and measurements
of the PC pressure sensor
The optical response characteristics were predicted by modeling the PC design
using FDTD method as described in Chapter 3. After the transmission and reflection
modeling of the PC structure, the next step is to test the mechanical response of the PC
pressure sensor. The measurement of PC devices is not easy due to its miniaturized
structure and force control. For the preliminary experiments force is applied over the air
bridge of the sensor to introduce a distance change between the PC slab and the substrate.
Considering the small size of the device, the source of the force can be a sharp tip (such
as the tip of an Atomic Force Microscope, AFM cantilever) or cover the whole opening
space of the several microns. The pressure can be calculated by force/area. The basic idea
of the opto-mechanical set up is shown in Figure 5.1. The value of the applied force is
known and the displacement of the tested sample is easily measured. Taking all the
requirements into consideration, AFM is the choice for the first step of correlating the
force to the displacement.
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A p p lie d p re s s u re

Figure 5.1 Schematic optical measurement set up.

AFM as a tool to study mechanical response of micro-pressure sensor will be
introduced in the following section, including the basic components and its working
mechanism. After that, the device was tested to understand its mechanical response under
pressure. Mechanical modeling was done to compare the results. Good agreement
between modeling and experiment shows that the sensitivity is 73pm membrane
displacement under IMPa of applied pressure. To improve the sensitivity, a novel
structure is designed with wings around the PC waveguide. The sensitivity is easily tuned
by adjusting the size of the air bridge.

5.1 A F M as a tool to study m echanical response o f
m icro-pressure sensor
The first commercially available Atomic force microscopes (AFM), the Digital
instruments Nanoscope was introduced in 1989. It belongs to a series of scanning probe
microscopes invented in the 1980s. The series started with the scanning tunneling
microscope (STM), which allowed the imaging of surfaces of conducting and
semiconducting materials [32, 33]. With the STM it became possible that single atom on
flat surface can be imaged and shown. The last one of the series is AFM, invented by
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Binning et al. [34] The AFM allowed the imaging of the topography of conducting and
insulating surfaces, in some cases with atomic resolution.
The basic AFM is relatively simple in concept. AFM Figure 5.3, operates by
measuring attractive or repulsive force between a tip and the sample. In the contact mode,
the tip at the end of the cantilever touches the sample [35], When scanning, the force
between the tip and the sample is measured through monitoring the deflection of the
cantilever, which indicates the local sample height and this height is controlled by a
feedback loop and at same time maintains a constant force between tip and sample. A
topographic image of the sample is finished by plotting the deflection of the cantilever at
each point. That’s how AMF measures hard-sphere repulsion forces between the tip and
sample in the contract mode.
AFMs can achieve a resolution of 10pm, and unlike an electron microscope, can
image samples in air and under liquids [35],

Piezoelectric
Acuator

Figure 5.2 Concept of AFM.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.3 (a) A cantilever touching a sample; (b) The optical lever [35].

For a basic AFM the concepts and the components are described below.
Scanning System: The most fundamental component of the AFM and the heart of
the microscope is the scanner. Depending on the individual design and application, the
scanner may move the sample or it may scan the probe over a large sample.
Probe: the probe can be stationary and the sample can be scanned under it or the
probe can be scanned over the sample. Due to the advanced technology available, the tip
integrated into the end of the cantilever can be consistently shaped and sharp, which have
a wide range of applications.
Probe Motion Sensor: This unit senses the force between the probe and the
sample and provides a correction signal to the Z portion of the piezoelectric scanner to
keep the force constant.
Controller Electronics: This unit provides interfacing between the computer, the
scanning system and the probe motion sensor.
Noise Isolation: To achieve the highest resolution, the microscope must be
isolated from noise in the surroundings, such as floor vibrations and acoustic, electrical
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and optical noise sources.
Computer: Finally, computer is needed to process, display and analyze the data
produced by scanning process [36],

5.1.1 Overview of force measurement
Atomic force microscopes can be operated in air, different gases, vacuum, or
liquids. In a force measurement the sample is moved up and down by applying voltage to
the piezoelectric translator, onto which the sample is mounted, while measuring the
cantilever deflection Figure 5.4. For some AFMs the chip to which the cantilever is
attached is moved by the piezoelectric translator instead of the sample. The one used in
the experiments is based on moving the sample. AFM can image the hardness of a sample
by pressing the cantilever into it at each point in the scanning area. The scanner raises the
sample by a preset distance, the “modulation amplitude”. In response, the cantilever
deflects an amount dependent on the surface condition of the sample: the harder the
sample the more the cantilever deflects [35].
Soft sample

HodufettioR F
amplitude >,

Hard sample
Modulation
amplitude

Figure 5.4 AFM can image soft sample by pressing the tip into the sample and measuring the
resulting cantilever deflection [35|.

The result of a force measurement is measure of the cantilever deflection, Zc
versus position of the piezo, Zp, normal to surface. To obtain a force-versus-distance
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curve, Zc and Zp have to be converted into force and distance. The force F is obtained by
multiplying the deflection of the cantilever with its spring constant kc: F= kc Zc. The
tip-sample separation D is calculated by adding the deflection to the position: D= Zp + Zc
[37].

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 5.5 (a) Schematic of a typical cantilever deflection -vs, -piezo height (Zc -vs. - Zp) curve; (b)
Corresponding Zc -vs, -D plot, with D= Zp + Zc [37]; (c) Tip-surface interaction loop.

The deflection of the cantilever is measured by the optical lever technique. A
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beam coming through a laser diode is focused onto the end of the cantilever and the
reflected beam is caught by a position sensitive detector to determine the position and
angle. When a force is applied to the probe, the cantilever bends, thus reflected
light-beam moves through an angle equal to double the change of the endslope d Zc /Dx.
Figure 5.5 (a) (b) [37], Figure 5.5 (c) describes the tip-surface interaction a loop as
follows: (0) the tip is far away from the surface before force applies. (1)- (2): as the tip
approaches, it enters the range of attractive surface forces and is deflected downwards.
(2)- (4): the tip is in contact mode with the surface and now exerts pressure while it
deflected upwards. At (4) the tip retraction starts, but determined by the surface condition,
adhesion forces may keep the tip attached to the surface until the spring force exerted by
the cantilever can overcome adhesion (5). (6): the tip snaps back into the initial position
and the cycle starts again [38].

5.1.2 Calibration of the spring constant of the cantilever
The AFM is operated in either of two modes. In the contact mode, the tip adheres
to the sample surface with a force as it is dragged across the surface. The finite adhesion
forces deform the tip and sample so that contact occurs over a certain area. This area is
greatly influenced by the tip sharpness and is increased by additional spring force. In the
attractive mode, long-ranged van der Walls (vdW) forces deflect the tip, which is
suspended 40-50 A above the sample surface. The strength of the interaction depends on
the tip sharpness and the amount of spring deflection is fixed by the spring constant. For
both imaging modes, the tip sharpness and cantilever spring constant must be known in
order to interpret images in good quantity. For force measurement purpose, the AFM the
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force-versus-distance measurements need that parameter as well [38].
The spring constant can in principle be calculated from the geometry of the
cantilever. However, the theoretical results often differ from experiments. One of the
reasons is inaccurate knowledge of the cantilever’s thickness. Cantilevers are not
perfectly homogeneous and the thickness may vary. Even a small change in thickness will
lead to a significantly different spring constant. Second, Young’s modulus of a thin layer
can deviate from that of the bulk material [39]. Thus, for force experiments the spring
constant has to be measured. For the key point of the spring constant of the cantilever
used in AFM, some studies were reported to calibrate this constant in different ways.
Three of them are most practical and easy to operate. The first one is Hutter and
Bechhoefer [40] method. They suggested to measuring the intensity of thermal noise. The
spring constant can be obtained by the formula K = K HT , where,

KBand T were

the

Boltzmann constant and the absolute temperature, respectively. In practical, P, the area of
the spectrum was achieved by recording a time series of the cantilever thermal noise [39],
This method is used in the experiment. Figure 5.6 shows the power spectrum of the
fluctuations in the displacement of a typical spring. The resonant peak is fit to a
Lorentzian. Integrating this curve, it is found the force constant of the cantilever typically
used is

K —0.0846 ± 0.0041

N/m.
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Figure 5.6 Power spectral density plot of fluctuations in the output of the cantilever deflection
detector. The resonant peak is fit to a Lorentzian.

Other than Dr. Hutter’s method, there is some other ways to calculate spring
constant of the cantilever, such as Sader’s method [40], which required the resonance
frequency and the plan view of the cantilever’s dimensions and Celeveland’s method [41],
which depends on the plan view of the dimension and the properties of the cantilever
materials.

5.2 M echanical properties test using A FM
Mechanical properties are tested using AFM through both image mode and force
mode. The experiments are done in collaboration with Dr. Jeff Hutter in the department of
Physics and Astronomy at the University of Western Ontario.

5.2.1 Image mode
In AFM imaging modes, the cantilever is usually scanned over the surface to
produce a three dimensional image of the surface [40]. Before testing the mechanical
properties of the PC bridge by force mode, the structure was measured under AFM using
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image mode. Almost all the AFMs can measure sample topography in two ways: by
recording the feedback output (“Z”) or the cantilever deflection. The sum of these two
signals always yields the actual topography and gives a well-adjusted feedback loop.
For the image mode in the system, the scanner moves the samples perpendicular
to the long axis of the cantilever, frictions between the tip and the sample results in the
twist of the cantilever, which determined by the surface condition. A photo-detector
position-sensitive in two dimensions can distinguish the real-time reflected laser beam
from the up-and-down motion caused by topographic variations. Therefore, the image of
the sample under test is given by real-time data detected Figure 5.7.
The part with lighter colour is higher than those with darker colour. According to
the image from AFM, it appears that the bridge is domed and the suspended part is higher
than the other part which was confirmed by MATLAB simulations after the data obtained
from AFM was transferred. The scanned region on the sample was28//mx28//w, which
showed half of the PC bridge Figure 5.8 (a). Figure 5.8 (b) and (c) showed cross section
height curves at the centre line when

y

= 18/um and x = 3/um respectively. It appeared

that the middle part of the PC bridge is around 200nm higher than rest of the SOI.
However, strictly speaking, the calibration obtained from this image mode is not the
original configuration of the device, since the data at each point was gained by tip
scanning which applied small force on the sample. Cross beam SEM was used to prove
the doomed surface of the PC bridge. The sample was tiled 3" in order to see the over
surface part Figure 5.9.
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(b)

(c)

Figure 5.7 (a) The central part of the bridge based on height difference and deflection difference; (b)
Zoomed in image of the holes based on height difference; (c) End of the conventional waveguide
based on height difference.

One possible explanation to the domed PC membrane is that the stress is due to
bonding of SOI during the manufactory process. The thermal expansion of silicon
(26 x 10"7°C ) and of thermal silicon dioxide (5 x 10 loC ) are far away from each other, so
that an SOI wafer shows a significant amount of compressive stress in the silicon dioxide
layer, and tensile stress in the thin silicon device layer [42]. It was reported that the
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problem of stress due to bonding in SOI wafers [43],
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Figure 5.8 (a) Image of half of the bridge exported in MATLAB; (b) Cross section height curves at the
centre line when y = 18/um ; (c) Cross section height curves at the centre line when x = 3fim .
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Figure 5.9 PC bridge in cross beam SEM.

5.2.2 Force volume mode
Other than taking force-displacement curves at selected points of the sample, one
can use force volume mode to acquire the curves including each point corresponding to a
pixel of the AFM image. In the force volume mode, the tip is scanned not only along the
surface, but travels also in the Z-direction perpendicular to the surface. From the array of
force-distance curves the spatial variation of interactions all through the surface of the
sample can be shown.
In force volume mode, the image was meshed into 64x64 point array. Figure
5.10 (a) shows the half bridge with higher resolution which the following calculation
based on. Figure 5.10 (b) shows the whole structure with lower resolution. For each point,
the data of the movement of the membrane is calculated and given through the spring
constant of that point. Figure 5.11 (a) shows the deflection curve at the point at solid
sample while Figure 5.11 (b) shows the curve at the point on the suspended part. Different
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slopes indicate that the spring constant at each point is various. The tip applied pressure
on each point and calculated the spring constant by deflection. Figure 5.12 (a) (b) show
the normalized spring constant along x and y direction respectively. It appeared that the
spring constant along the waveguide (y direction) increased when the tip position moved
across the waveguide from the end of the leg to the centre of the PC bridge Figure 5.12
(a). Meanwhile the spring constant across the direction normal to the waveguide is pretty
constant and much lower than the solid part on the sample Figure 5.12 (b).
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Figure 5.10 (a) Half of the structure with higher resolution analyzed in the software Dr. Jeff Hutter
generated; (b) Whole bridge with lower resolution.
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(b)

(a)

Figure 5.11 (a) The deflection curve at the point out the sample; (b) The deflection curve at the point
on the sample.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.12 (a) Normalized spring constant at each point along y direction; (b) Normalized spring
constant at each point along x direction.

5.3 M echanical m odeling o f the pressure sensor
Mechanical properties test has been done using the AFM. It showed that the spring
constant varies cross the waveguide. Simulation modeling is the next step to see if the
models in AFM as well as simulations give similar results.
Mechanical modeling was done using FEMLAB. A quarter of the pressure sensor
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was built due to the symmetric configuration of the structure. Applying pressure over the
surface of the bridge, the simulation results show that the PC almost remains flat when
the pressure was applied, which prove the estimations at previous chapter (Chapter 3
Figure 3.6) Figure 5.2 shows a typical model with total length of 56pm. The sensitivity
can be increased by tailoring the shape and length of the supporting leg.
,o

Figure 5.13 Mechanical modeling of the membrane in FEMLAB.

To compare the data from AFM and that from modeling, the raw data from AFM
was translated. The reason is that what is being tested is a membrane with its own spring
constant at each point. As the tip is touching the membrane, the monitored spring constant
of each point is indeed the joint spring constant of both the AFM cantilever and the
membrane under pressure. Take that into consideration, the stiffness of each point under
test has to be modified according to the following equation
1 -m
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where

m is the

normalized data exported from AFM and

Kcis the

spring constant of the

cantilever. Good agreement between AFM results and the mechanical modeling validated
the model. The maximum stiffness of around 1.40m/N appears at the centre of the PC
Figure 5.14.
The sensitivity is 73pm membrane displacement under IMPa of applied pressure.
According to the sensitivity calculations from optical modeling in 3D FDTD in Chapter 3,
the maximum transmittance pressure sensitivity then will be 0.046% per 1MPa.
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(b)
Figure 5.14 Stiffness calculated for pressure sensor both from AFM rough data and mechanical
modeling in FEMLAB (a) along waveguide; (b) along cross section of PC.
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5.4 Sensitivity im provem ent o f the pressure
sensor
To improve the mechanical response sensitivity, a new design was investigated.
The new membrane has 2D PC in the centre with the same dimensions as the previous
design, but a bigger suspended area with higher and more uniform sensitivity. The optical
waveguide is unchanged. Basically the sensitivity was improved due to four wings
structures around the PC part and increased effective sensitive area Figure 5.15. With
those floating wings around, the membrane will be more sensitive than classic PC
membrane. The size of the whole structure can be changed for tailoring of the sensitivity.
The bigger the size is the more sensitive the membrane is to the pressure applied. As the
first step, we start with a sensing diameter of 35/im diameter, compared to the previous
design with 56/um long supporting legs, the length of the design with big flap is smaller;
however the sensitivity is improved greatly.

Figure 5.15 (a) SEM view of the novel PC pressure sensor design; (b) AFM image with height
difference of 1/4 of the novel structure.

Because of the high sensitivity and big flaps design, the new membrane was easy
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to collapse during the process of AFM force mode. Different cantilevers were tried and its
movement was controlled carefully to protect the membrane from collapsing. Some of the
pattern collapsed after several tapping of the cantilever and never came back, whereas
some of them were not destroyed and released themselves after a while. Figure 5.16
shows a typical result of the force measurement. It can be seen from Figure 5.16 (a) that
the membrane fell down within the force volume measurement from approximately point
40 to point 55 and then released itself after point 55. Figure 5.16 (b) shows the normal
curve of the stiffness which is lower at the end of the supporting leg and higher at the
centre of PC, 2.4 m/N. Figure 5.16 (c) shows the curve along the blue line which cross the
collapsed part of the membrane. It is clear in the curve that the collapsed part has lower
stiffness, almost as same as the solid part of the wafer which indicates that when it
collapsed under the force, it stuck to the bottom of the structure.
Table 5-1 shows the comparison of the original design and the new design with
floating wings.
Total length
Original design

56(Jm

Stiffness constant at the Overall sensitivity
middle of the bridge
1.4 m/N
0.046% per IMpa

New design

35|Jm

2.4 m/N

0.46% per IMpa

Table 5-1 Comparison of original design and the new design with floating wings.
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Figure 5.16 (a) Topographic of the novel membrane; (b) Stiffness calculated along the red line in (a);
(c) Stiffness calculated along the blue line in (a).

In this chapter, AFM as a tool to test the mechanical response of the PC pressure
sensor was briefly introduced. Its working mechanism makes it possible to fit into the
optical set up in the next step experiments. The basic structure was tested and the stiffness
was calculated through the raw data as well. A novel structure was designed and
fabricated to improve the sensitivity of the sensor. The stiffness of the sensor was
increased from 1,4m/N to 2.4 m/N when the length of the structure was decreased
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from56fum to 35f^m . The sensitivity of the new design is expected to be over 10 times
improvement as the original design.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion and future work
The goal of this thesis was to design and fabricate a 2D PC waveguide combined
with PC microcavity for its application as micro pressure sensor. This chapter summarizes
the work presented in this thesis and suggests future improvement.

6.1 Sum m ary
2D photonic crystal structure with waveguide coupled to microcavity was
designed using 3D Finite Difference Time Domain. The sensitivity as a micro pressure
sensor was analysed in optical modeling. It showed that the pressure sensor is sensitive to
the displacement between the bridge and the substrate with transmission efficiency as
high as 80%. The highest sensitivity happens at the region between lOOnm to 180nm with
6.4% transmission change for lOnm distance change.
The PC waveguides were fabricated in the University of Western Ontario’s
Nanobabrication Laboratory. E-beam lithography and Inductively Coupled Plasma etch
were used to achieve high resolution and vertical sidewall structure. Proper process was
developed for the special condition for shallow height PC structure at cryogenic
temperature. Parameters that affect the etching profile was studied and tested.
Cryo-etching resolved the problem of the standard Bosch process.
The mechanical response of the PC pressure sensor was tested using an Atomic
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Force Microscope (AFM). The highest stiffness of the PC bridge, around 1.40m/N
appeared at the region of PC waveguide. To improve the sensitivity of the structure, a
novel PC pressure sensor was designed and fabricated. With the suspended wings around
the PC waveguide, the sensitivity was improved when the stiffness was increased to 2.4
m/N. Good agreement between AFM results and the ones obtained from mechanical
modeling using FEM validated the method.

6.2 C onclusion
To conclude this thesis, a PC pressure sensor was designed, fabricated and tested.
To obtain smooth wall profile for the shallow height PC holes, cryogenic process was
investigated instead of standard Bosch process. To test the mechanical response of the
sensor AFM was chosen to apply pressure and new design was analyzed for improving
mechanical sensitivity. The sensitivity of the optical modeling was related with the
mechanical response by mechanical modeling, which shows that the maximum
transmittance pressure sensitivity should be 0.046% per IMPa. According to the
application requirements in the future, the sensitivity can be tuned by changing the size of
the wings around the PC part.

6.3 Suggestion for future w ork
Design of PC waveguide: For the future it is worthwhile to design a single mode
PC waveguide and investigate how it improves the transmission efficiency. Both the
sensitivity region and the sensitivity of the pressure sensor can be tuned by the adjustment
of the period and the shape of the microcavity. The design can be changed according to its
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future application.
Fabrication: Each step in the process flow is critical and the final structure can be
easily affected by any change. Good control of each step is essential for a good device.
The domed shape with higher centre part than the solid wafer is not fully explained yet.
Either a better way of fabrication is required or a more suitable wafer on which the device
is realized is needed. To complete the entire device for optical test, photolithography and
e-beam lithography is ready to be combined. The mask design for the experiment
verification was shown in Figure 6.1. The die consists of four sets of conventional
waveguides. The top and bottom waveguides are used to align the light source and
detectors to the die. The two centre waveguides is the device region, and consists of
conventional waveguide coupled to PC waveguide.

Figure 6.1 Mask design for experiment verification.

Sensor: We plan to combine AFM with optical set up including tunable laser and
detector. The preliminary experiment using AFM force measurements showed positive
results. The optical setup will provide light source coupling the light from the
conventional waveguide to PC waveguide, Figure 6.2. As the pressure offered by AFM
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cantilever is applied onto the PC bridge, the distance changes between the silicon layer
and the substrate which induces the coupling of the light transmitting in the waveguide
into the substrate. Hence the transmission property was influenced accordingly and
detected by the photo-detector at the other end of the PC waveguide. Experimental
verification of the PC waveguide based pressure sensor is in progress.

Piezoelectric
Acuator

Figure 6.2 Schematic optical measurement set up.
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Appendix A: E-Beam Lithography
Zep520A D.R = 1.4 is dispensed onto the wafer, and the wafer is spun rapidly to
produce a 200nm uniformly thick layer, 300rpm for 3sec and 3500rpm for 2min.
Compared to PMMA, it has an advantage of 3-4 times faster and has good dry etch
resistance. It has the disadvantages of poor adhesion and normal exposure does result in
re-entrant pattern profiles. The photoresist-coated wafer is then prebaked to drive off
excess solvent, typically 180C for 3 minutes.
For high resolution lithography, writing conditions of e-beam lithography needs to
be optimized. To write the PC waveguides coupled to conventional waveguide, the
parameters were set to be:
E-beam Lithography Parameters
1) Accelerating Voltage: 30kV
2) Aperture: 10pm
3) Beam Current: ~30pA
4) Magnification: 800X
5) Line Spacing: 20nm
6

) Centre to centre distance: 20nm

7) Dose: Varied from 57pC/cm 2 to 78pC/cm2
Table Appendix A-l: Optimized E-beam Lithography parameters

The accelerating voltage, aperture size and magnification were selected to achieve
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high resolution. Line spacing and point spacing were selected to get desired filled holes.

Appendix B: Recipe for Bosch
etching
The 40 second etching process for individual sample consisted of two alternating
steps: 1 second plasma etch using SF6 and 2 seconds passivation by C4F8.
Table below shows the optimized parameters for ICP Alcatel system to achieving
high etch rate and high aspect ratio.
~ IC P Etch
1) RF power for Plasma generation: 1000 Watts
2) Substrate RF power: 50 Watt
3) Chamber Pressure: 1.3E-3mBar to 9E-2mBar
4) Chamber Temperature: 20°C
5) Helium Pressure: lE+lmBar
6

) SF6 Flow: lOOsccm

7) C4F 8 Flow: lOOsccm
Table Appendix B-l: Recipe for ICP etch
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Appendix C: Recipe for Cryogenic
etching
This appendix gives the recipe used for cryogenic etching process. 3-step etching
process was created, starting with temperature stabilization, then pressure stabilization
and etching.
Recipe for Cryogenic etching
1) r = -125°C
2) Pressure = 1x 10“2mBar
3) DC substrate power = 40 W
4) SF6-0 2 ratio = 80SCCM:10SCCM
5) Etching time - 7min
6) Stabilization time for temperature = 2min
7) Stabilization time for pressure = lOsec
8) RF power = 200W
9) Helium pressure = 1x 10“3mbar
Table Appendix C-l: Recipe for cryo-etching
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Appendix D: Hydrofluoric Acid
Etch for Silicon dioxide
This appendix gives the recipe used for wet etch of Silicon dioxide buried
(BOX) under device layer, Silicon. Buffered hydrofluoric acid (BHF) was used for
removing BOX. Etch rate of BHF at room temperature is typically O.lpm/minute for the
recipe and process flow given in Table Appendix D-l.
Recipe for HF etch
1) BHF was made in Teflon beaker by mixing:
i) 6:1 NH4F(40%):HF(48%)
2) Temperature: Room temperature
3) Etched sample wafer in BHF for lOminutes
4) Rinsed wafer in running water.
Table Appendix D-l: Recipe for HF etch
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